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About This Game

In this whimsical VR game, players have the opportunity to sort defective cats, disassemble them and rebuild them into
“purfect” felines, using intuitive controls. The room-scale VR experience can be played alone or in a group, as the design allows

for party gameplay with friends or family.
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The game is 100% wave by wave, not a side scroller. It's kind of fun but for most people it'll probably only provide you with a
couple of hours of fun.

Most of the characters are not powerful enough in the early game to progress. The first character is infinitely better than all
others.. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u043d\u043e\u0440\u043c \u0434\u043b\u044f \u0417\u0411\u0422. It's basically
minesweeper in 3D. If you like that, then you can enjoy this game.. Masterpiece 10\/10
Game of the Year 2017
Meatboy without meat. Poop, it's working! Someone found a workaround for the missing executable by trying to download the
demo and the game will update and works! Yay!

But I can already tell you what it's in Mystery PI - The Vegas Heist... I played a retail version years ago :).

Your role is to find the loot from an heist and who did it. Yeah, the plot isn't revelant here.

Mystery PI: The Vegas Heist is in reality a fine example of pure Hidden Objects game: list of items to find in a scene with many
of them, a puzzle, a list of items, etc... In other words, you don't have the adventure side included.

If you find special objects, you'll unlock the mode Unlimited Seek and Find - clean the scene!

The score determine your rank. How is it possible? Each object found is worth of 5000 points. If you're being fast to find them
in row, you have a bonus. Special objects (fingerprints, keys, poker chips) are also adding a high bonus to your score. And if
you're clearing the level of all objects (instead of choosing to solve the puzzle when you have between two and four items still in
the scenes), you can score a 25 000 bonus points for a perfect investigation.

Anyway, the scenes are correct, I love the music there and it's a nice improvement from the Lottery Ticket. Yet, if you're used
to HO games like Artifex Mundi's, you'll be disappointed in that plain game. You're always seeing the same scenes, the same
puzzles, well, you're going to be bored if you need action.

But given the fact that I've appreciated this game a long time ago, I would say: buy this classic, not a full price though. And don't
forget the workaround!. I nutted like five times bruh.. We had this game when I was a kid but I wasn't allowed to play it because
my mom thought it was "too graphic". It actually isn't. The game is actually a unique twist on chess, with the pieces killing
eachother instead of capturing. The queen is a sorceress, the rooks are golems, and the pawns are footmen. However, I found the
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game rather laggy so I got a refund quickly.. THis game is good.

Was very skeptical at first but it is truly a fun rhythm game. played it for the nostalgia. still absolutely hate blobnet and
blobdance.. For what reasons I love Realms of Arkania trilogy? For many; atmospheric music, great battles, really
comprehensive development of the characters, great plot and climate of the nineties, when really great role-playing games were
done.
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Great addition to the Medieval: Expansion dlc.. More like "THE SEX TAPE" XDDDDDDDDDDd. If you don't buy, you are a
fool.. Nice music and good flow. Oh my I wish I played this earlier. The freedom fighting you get by being able to destroy
anything in city is sooo satisfying , and of course bashing the enemy is too. I think anyone with VR has to try this game its crazy
fun!. I like it but even for that price it's too short. Thought for sure I was just about to open the next area but no, that was it. If it
was doubled in length it would be worth the price. Steam really needs to add a mixed reivew option cause it's too short to get a
thumbs up but enjoyable enough that I don't want to give it a thumbs down.. This adorable little game uses hand-drawn images
and vocal prompts to help teach children observation and memory skills. On top of this, the vocabulary is simple enough that the
game can be used by older kids to assist in their English or Russian language studies. The two additional languages do not yet
have voice acting, so the game cannot yet be used for teaching those languages.

Unless you're a parent like me, you'll probably find the game a little too simple for adult audiences. It's definitely edutainment,
and I can't wait for full French support to be added so my son can practice his French comprehension while playing.. It's a tough
as nails shmup done in the aesthetics of R-Type (ZX Spectrum version). It has tons of little short levels that make you swear (in
a good way). You will die a lot, but each and every level is achievable. One for the retro fans, for sure, but shmup fans should
give this a chance beyond a cursory glance. It has some really great levels.. Nice game. Very futuristic and retro at the same
time.. Great party game. Controls are stupid simple and easy to pick up. Online play would be nice, but the game stands well on
its own without it.
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